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Abstract- In order to prevent dropouts from occurring, it is necessary to identify pupils who are likely to stop attending 

school or a college. This field of study is crucial because it enables educational institutions to help difficult students and 

potentially increase the likelihood that they will graduate from college. Dropout rates from engineering colleges place a 

significant strain on a nation's citizens' ability to pursue higher education and build successful careers. The prosperity of a 

nation rests,on its capacity to produce graduates from higher education who can advance the nation. Various institutions 

are looking to artificial intelligence's (AI) potential to anticipate dropout as early as feasible to help solve the dropout 

problem. Because it can be challenging to obtain personal information and does so with privacy concerns, schools must be 

dependent on the theoretical statistics of their students to build precise and dependable extrapolative algorithms. The goal 

of this effort is to construct the finest prediction model based just on the academic information; therefore it must have the 

greatest ability to infer knowledge. 

Comprehensions and forecasting skills to boost academic results is very important for any student to achieve greater heights. 

On relevant datasets, machine learning algorithms can be used to find patterns, trends, and important variables that 

influence the achievement of students. Many students61.8% are High level. 38.2% are in the low level. In total, there are 

36.5% female students and 63.5% male pupils. Just 5% of female students are in low level classes. So, the academic growth 

of female students is higher than that of male students. In comparison, female students engage significantly more in 

educational events than their male counterparts. According to our observation, this means that female students perform 

better than male pupils. In this project, machine learning is being used to forecast the student's performance. Decision Tree 

Algorithm (DT), Random Forest Classifier (RFC), and Logistic Regression Algorithm (LR) constitute the model. Here, we 

developed a web application that will analyze user input to figure out if a student will drop out of university or not. 

 

Index Terms - Dropout, Machine Learning, Flask, Web Application.  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

     The performance of the student is mostly what decides whether a student drops out of college. Student performance is the 

collective academic success and advancement of students in their studies. It includes a variety of factors, including grades, test 

results, involvement in class projects, and overall subject mastery. Student performance offers information about their skills, areas 

of strength, and areas that need growth, making it an important gauge of their development as students. 

     Teachers, caregivers, and educational organizations can assess student performance in order to assess whether or not a certain 

teaching tactics, course of study, or student support system is functioning. It provides targeted measures which enhance students' 

learning experiences by allowing the recognition of areas where students may be underperforming. In addition, the achievement of 

a pupil is a significant consideration when assessing future opportunities, such as doorway to universities, financial aid, and job 

prospects. 

     The components influencing the achievement of a pupil might be many and varied. Personal characteristics including inspiration, 

routines for studying, preferences for learning, and previous experience may be among them. Academic achievement is additionally 

affected by outside factors such as socioeconomic status, availability of resources, educational materials efficiency, and the 

educational environment. 

     The combination of individualized instruction, differentiated learning tactics, frequent assessments, mechanisms for feedback, 

and supportive learning settings is frequently used to increase student performance. Educators and institutions work to maximize 

student potential and support their academic success by attending to individual requirements and offering appropriate advice and 

facilities. Realizing the significance of student proficiency, universities around the world are always working to improve learning 

outcomes and guarantee that all students have equitable access to excellent educational opportunities. By concentrating on pupil 

achievement, both educators and stakeholders hope to deliver children with the talents and acquaintance needed to excel in the 

classroom and be successful in their goals for the future. 

 

II. RELATED WORKS 

One of the most crucial aspects of virtual learning is the recognition of at-risk pupils. Yan Chen et al. have explained that Students 

exhibit diverse online learning behaviors at various points in a semester. As a consequence, we propose a progressive forecasting 

approach for recognizing vulnerable pupils during the course of a semester. They examine the distinctive characteristics of every 

pupil and their distance learning behaviors, identify characteristics that have a strong connection with their educational results, and 

then indicate combined sets of features based on time frame as well as time cutoff constraint approaches. The trials' findings show 
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that the suggested model's precision varies between 90.4% to 93.6% contingent on the phase. The issue of university dropout rates 

has numerous unfavorable effects. It has a negative economic impact and is a problem in academia. The primary recognition of 

students who are going to be dropout from the university has received a lot of attention in recent years. In order to forecast such as 

dropout of student from 1st year or in 3rd year of studies is the central criteria of research examines data in Europe. We took the five 

main program areas into account while making this prediction. To find the factors most closely connected to dropout, a Feature 

Selection Process was employed first. M Segura et al. The issue of university dropout rates has numerous unfavorable effects. It has 

a negative economic impact and is a problem in academia. The primary recognition of students who are going to be dropout from the 

university has received a lot of attention in recent years. In order to forecast such as dropout of student from 1st year or in 3rd year of 

studies is the central criteria of research examines data in Europe. We took the five main program areas into account while making 

this prediction. To find the factors most closely connected to dropout, a Feature Selection Process was employed first. H Dasi et al 

used the academic record of four years is taken into account. The important parameters are selected in identifying course finishers 

and dropouts. The prediction accurateness varied in the middle of 92% and 93% using unobserved information from the upcoming 

educational year. The machine learning strategies are used alongside the performance measurements. The outcomes exhibited that a 

variety of machine learning techniques might be employed effectively to examine little educational records. Search engines may 

reject the page as a result. Make sure your abstract flows smoothly and adheres to proper grammar. F Del Bonifro et al. defines the 

school absences are a significant problem, particularly in underdeveloped nations. Understanding the root causes and spotting the 

symptoms are essential for dealing with this. The objective of this research is to correctly estimate the likelihood that a student will 

leave school. In order to identify the most significant causes of high dropout rates, I will quantify prediction accuracy and examine 

several features of the student data. In order to determine the best predictor, they have trained a neural network and deployed a number 

of classification methods. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

     The aim of this project is to design system to predict student performance based on student credentials like there academics 

enactment as shown in figure 1. In the discipline of teaching, methods of learning can be supervised as well as unsupervised when 

it involves predicting dropping out of school. The fundamental concept of supervised learning involves gaining knowledge from a 

set of labeled examples in the training set to identify un-labeled examples in the test set as correctly as possible. In order to better 

retain students, educational institutions may find that utilizing machine learning to predict student dropout is a useful tool for 

spotting at-risk students early on and offering the right kind of support. Presented here is a machine learning-based dropout 

prediction system. In this perception, used Logistic Regression, GridSearchCV, Support Vector Machine and K Nearest Neighbor.  

    Gather relevant data about students, their academic performance, engagement, and other socioeconomic factors. The dataset 

should include features such as attendance records, course grades, demographic information, extracurricular activities, participation 

in online forums, library usage, and any other information that may impact student performance and engagement. We have applied 

data cleaning process for the collected data to handle missing values, outliers, and safeguard the data reliability. Feature engineering 

might also be essential to extract useful information from raw data and create meaningful predictors. 

Figure 1: Proposed System of Student Dropout Prediction 

 

 
 

    We have divided the dataset into training dataset and testing dataset distinctly. Use the training data to train the selected machine 

learning models with hyperparameter tuning techniques, like Grid Search Cross Validation (GSCV) technique, to optimize model 

performance. Evaluate the trained model(s) using the testing dataset to measure its predictive dropout performance. Cross-validation 

techniques can also be employed to get a better estimate of the model's generalization ability. In educational settings, it's crucial to 

provide explanations for model predictions. Integrate the trained model into the institution's existing system for student monitoring 

and intervention. This can be in the form of a web application or API that takes in student information and returns the likelihood of 

dropout. The system should not only predict dropout but also provide actionable insights for intervention. Based on the prediction 

results, educational institutions can implement targeted support systems, counseling services, or mentoring programs to assist at-

risk students and improve retention rates. 
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IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The purposed System Implementation developed for student dropout prediction.  The implementation can classified into different 

modules of project and are listed as Data Collection, Data Preprocessing, Feature Selection / Extraction, Model Training and 

Testing, Machine Learning Model Deployment, Performance Evaluation, Comparison Study of The Model and some Exploratory 

Data Analysis (EDA) on dataset. 

1)  Dataset:  In this project we have used the dataset based on the student records as shown in the figure 2.  Many researchers had 

also used this dataset. This dataset is being provided by the UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository and it is available on the UCI 

website. This dataset contains 362 student information and 39 attributes with 1 target attribute. The target attribute has labelled in 

three-class to represent Low, High or Medium.  

Figure 2: Student Dataset 

 

 
2)  Feature Selection:  Feature selection is needed for trained each machine learning classifier because without removing 

unnecessary attributes from the dataset result may be affected. The classifier algorithm with feature selection gives better 

performance and reduces the execution time of the model. For this process, three different feature selection methods were used in 

this research. 

3)  Machine Learning Algorithms:  Machine Learning Classification algorithms are deployed and performed student dropout 

prediction and provided insight evaluation model values on the dataset.  The data analysis also performs to view all the insight of 

the dataset. The Figure 3 shows the class distribution such high, low & medium with the ratio of how many student dropout or not.  

Figure 3: Class distribution 

 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

    The experiment is carried on student datasets; here we have used machine leaning algorithms for our study as prediction 

algorithms. The predictions are shown by using the web applications by giving the input to the machine learning implemented 

models. Here we input the values for both apps and get the results. 

   The implementation of student dropout prediction is as shown in Figure 5. Here we need to provide the inputs such as all semester 

CGPA, Assignment, travel, studies, internet, speed, mode trans, lectures_2, submissions, lectures_5, practicals_5, coaching classes 

and social skill. 

Figure 4: Home Page of the Application 
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Figure 5: User Input to the Student Dropout Application 

 

 
 

The figure 5 shows user input to Prediction Model. Figure 6 shows the result of the prediction model. The algorithm accuracy can 

be found by using various parameters such as Precision, Recall, F1 score and Accuracy. The experimental values as show as in 

Table 1. 

 

Figure 6: Prediction Result 
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Table 1: Model Accuracy 

Machine Algorithm Accuracy 

Random Forest 100% 

Logistic Regression 100% 

Decision Tree 98.5% 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

By applying machine learning approaches to analyze student performance, educational results might be improved by way of the 

useful insights and prediction powers these techniques provide. Finding patterns, trends, and significant variables that influence 

student performance can be done by utilizing machine learning algorithms on pertinent datasets.38.2% of students are in low level, 

compared to 61.8% of students who are in high level. Men make up 63.5% of all pupils, while women make up 36.5 %. The low 

level is only represented by 5% of female students. As a result, female students perform better than male students. Compared to 

their male classmates, female students are typically more engaged in classroom activities. The performance of female students is 

therefore superior to that of male students, which is consistent with our data. To anticipate the student's performance in this project, 

we have used the core algorithms on ML. Logistic Regression, Random Forest Algorithm, and Decision Tree make up the model. 

We created this web application to receive user input and output the results and show the different level of severity among the 

students. 
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